من أم ن ية ح لول
Security Solutions from
Global*
In a meeting between Al Jundi and Mr. Jim Sisco (President of ENODO Global company), he
announced that his company provides intelligent security solutions to countries where there is a
potential of national unrest because of their diverse ethnicities, races, religions, or multiculturalism
and where traditional solutions that depend on use of force are not effective anymore. The company
also provides solutions to complicated social problems that could face its clients. So, in summary,
the solutions developed by ENODO are capable of protecting countries from the emergence of any
disorders.
This is attributed to the intelligence approach that that the company follows to gather information.
The approach focuses on the population and on obtaining intelligence information from the various
societal levels within that population using advanced programs for gathering information from
multiple sources including local, regional, and national news media, academic reports and
publications, and social media; and most importantly, from human networks on the ground. The
company is also capable of identifying the complaints, problems, and challenges that face the
different societal levels. This enables the company – according to Mr. Jim – to: develop a deep
understanding of the dynamics of the population in certain areas or region, analyze the associated
information in an accurate manner, and identify specific complications within the target society or
group.
ENODO is capable of developing unparalleled understanding of the underlying social tension and
predicting any conflicts that may arise; this enables the company to identify the reasons and motives
behind stability, dissension, and unrest, and intervene to minimize its dangerous impact. According
to Mr. Sisco, the company implements the techniques of irregular war to provide tools and methods
for understanding communities and societies, affecting them, and creating secure future
environments.
Mr. Jim added that, because of focusing on the various societal levels that make up the population,
it is possible to develop strategies for effective dialogue that allows organizations, companies, and
investors to use their resources in an effective manner to limit risks. All of this renders it possible for
stakeholders to create lasting relationships with societies and communities, which, over time, stand
out as pre-emptive warnings against potential threats and protects any operation or projects that a
company may engage in or any governmental body from losses or damages.
Furthermore, the company’s methodology involves capabilities and skills that enable it to design
and implement strategies that foster collaboration with local communities and make use of the
available resources through effective directives; this ensures successful project results and the
securing of greater income.
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